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Thanks Mike!

»> Mike Harkins <MHarkins@cimgroup.com> 12/5/2015 10:11 AM »>
Captain,

Officer Lawrence has four copies of the schematics, mall and Dolby deployments for the weekend. Also provided two "A"

keys for usage. I'll forward soft copies when our email, Internet system is back up and running in the office.

Thanks,

Mike

Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 5, 2015, at 8:09 AM, PETER ZARCONE <peter.zarcone@lapd.lacity.org> wrote:

Mike,

Below are the photos I told you about.

In addition to the schematic and contact info for the on site security manager for today and tomorrow, can you please

send me the following information?

1) Number of armed and unarmed you have deployed today and tomorrow

2) Is someone manning cameras and are they working?

3) What are their patrol routes? Do they include perimeter and parking structure?

Thanks,

Pete



Brian Colacarro
|

Vice President, Retail Operations

Caruso Affiliated

101 The Grove Drive
|
Los Angeles, CA 90036

( x-apple-data-detectors://1/0)

(323) 900-8167

( tel:(323)%20900-8167) (o)

(310) 683-3891

( tel:(310)%20683-3891) (m)
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Begin forwarded message:

From: Abercovici <abercovici@criticalsolutionspsg.com>

Date: December 4, 2015 at 6:44:10 PM PST

To: HOWARD LESLIE <howard.leslie@lapd.lacity.org>

Cc: MICHAEL DOWNING <michael.downing@lapd.lacity.org>, Jackie Levy <JLevy@CarusoAffiliated.com

(
mailto:JLevy@carusoaffiliated.com) >, Brian Colacarro <BColacarro@CarusoAffiliated.com

(
mailto:BColacarro@carusoaffiliated.com) >, Adam Antoniskis <AAntoniskis@CarusoAffiliated.com

( mailto:AAntoniskis@carusoaffiliated.com) >

Subject: Fwd:

Mike and Howard: Here is the original e-mail and the photographs of the subject when he was at the Americana in

Glendale. He was spotted tonight at the Grove/Farmers Market. I will send the picture from today in a second e-mail.

Adam

Forwarded message

From: Adam Bercovici <abercovici@criticalsolutionspsg.com>

Date: Tue, Nov 24, 201 5 at 4:07 PM

Subject: Fwd:



To: Jackie Levy <JLevy@carusoaffiliated.com>

Cc: Brian Colacarro <BColacarro@carusoaffiliated.com>, Julie Jauregui <JJauregui@americanaatbrand.com>, Adam

Antoniskis <aantoniskis@carusoaffiliated.com>, Mark Mireles <mmireles@criticalsolutionspsg.com>, Michael Pashanya

<mpashanyan@andrewsinternational.com>

Jackie: Today our off-duty officer at the AAB observed what he believed to be suspicious activity on the part of an

individual on the property. That behavior consisted of taking photographs of ingress and egress areas within the property.

The subject also tool pictures of the parking area, elevators and walked the perimeter of the property several times. At no

time did he shop.

He was on property prior to our officer starting work, but once on scene he ( our officer) began to monitor him. Our officer

was very clear that the subject was also engaged in counter surveillance. Our officer followed him on foot off the

property, but at some point was unable to stay with him and see if he entered a vehicle. During this incident an attempt

was made to notify Glendale PD and get them to make a consensual stop and ID the subject. For reasons unknown at

this time they did not. I have notified the appropriate entities at the LAPD to alert them of this since Glendale is part of

the greater LA area. I am also confident that they can use their resources to hopefully ID the subject. The AAB and The

Grove although different in many ways have commonalities that make it important these pictures and information are

disseminated. At this point Glendale PD is being reconnected to take a SAR.

Adam

Adam Bercovici

Critical Solutions Protective Services Group, Inc

President

8549 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 1276

Beverly Hills, CA 90211

Direct: 661-607-4324

(tel:661 -607-4324)

Corporate: 800-278-4575

( tel:800-278-4575)

Fax: 866-403-3260

( tel:866-403-3260)

Email: abercovici@criticalsolutionspsg.com

www.criticalsolutionspsg.com
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This message is intended only for the use of the person(s) to whom it is addressed. It may contain information that is

privileged and confidential. Any use, distribution, copying or disclosure by any other person is strictly prohibited. If you are

not, or believe you may not be, the intended recipient, please advise the sender immediately by return e-mail, delete this

e-mail and destroy any copies. This communication does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to

purchase any interest in any investment vehicles managed by CIM Group or its affiliates. Any discussion of U.S. tax

matters contained within this communication is not intended to be used and cannot be used for the purpose of avoiding

penalties that may be imposed under applicable Federal, state or local tax law or recommending to another party any


